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SUPERLINEAR FILLING OF TRAPS IN CRYSTALS DUE TO
COMPETITION DURING IRRADIATION

S.G.E.BOWMAN* andR. CHEN**
ResearchLaboratoryfor Archaeologyand the History of Art, University of Oxford, 6 Keble

Rd..Oxford, UK

The superlineardosedependenceof the filling of traps, as measuredby thermolumines-
cence (TL), which often occurs under ~ and y irradiations, has been theoretically in-
vestigated.Assumingcompetition during irradiation of carriersfalling into TL traps andinto
deepertraps,onegetsa linear superlinear—linear—saturationbehavior.

1. Introduction

In a numberof growth curves of thermoluminescence(TL) intensity as a
function of the excitation dose,a superlinearbehavior is observed,i.e. if we
denotethe TL glow intensity by S andthe doseby D, this meansthat dS/dD is
growingin a certaindoserange,namely,thatd2S/dD2>0. Superlinearityhasbeen
found in two main forms.

1) Startingfrom the very low dosesof excitation[I].
2) The growth curve starts linearly with dose,becomessuperlinearat higher

dosesandthengoesto saturation[2], possiblythrough asecondlinear range.
Severalexplanationsto the superlineareffectsweregiven. Chen andHalperin

[1] explainedthe superlineargrowth in uv irradiatedsemiconductingdiamondsto
be due to the multistagetransitionof electronsfrom the valenceto the conduc-
tion band. Another approachby Cameron and Zimmerman [3] ascribedthe
superlinear responseof LiF to the creation by the ionising irradiation of
additional trapsor centersin the crystal. RodineandLand [4] suggesteda model
which was further investigated[5]. According to this, TL intensity is propor-
tional to both the initial concentrationof electronsin traps andholes in centers
(rather than the usualcasewhere it is proportionalto the smallerof them), due
to the effect of an additional trap. Two moreworks explainingcertain kinds of
superlinearityare the track interactionmodel [6] andanother[7] which is based
on the spatial correlationbetweenchargedsites.

Suntharalingamand Cameron[8] suggesteda different and apparentlymore
satisfactoryway to explain superlinearity.They postulatethat the filling of the
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trap giving rise to TL is superlineardue to competition during irradiation by
anothertrap which is of lower concentrationbut highertrapping probability than
the TL trap. Qualitatively,at low doses,the excitationfills both trapslinearly. At
a certain dose,however, the competing trap comes to saturation,hence more
electronsareavailable to the trap of interest.This causesa fasterthough linear
filling of this trap, the transitionregionfrom onelinear rangeto the otherwould,
however, be superlinear. Such competition superlinearity in TL bears some
resemblanceto superlinearphotoluminescence[9] and superlinearityin photo-

conductivity [10].

2. Mathematicalanalysis

We assumean energylevel diagramasdepictedin fig. I. N1 is the trap giving
rise to TL and N2 is the competitor; N1 and N2 will be used to denote the
concentrationsof thesetraps.At time t, n1 and n2 representthe concentrations
of electrons in thesetraps and m, the concentrationof holes in luminescence
centers.We assumethat at the end of the irradiation, n1 < m andare interested
in the dependenceof n1 on the dose.

As shown below, we shall derive an expressionwith D as a function of n1,
thereforeit is easierto study the sign of d

2D/dn~than that of d2n
1/dD

2. Since.
however,

d2n
1/dD

2 (d2D/dn~)/(dD/dn
1)

3 (I)

and since dD/dn
1>O, the desiredcondition for superlinearityd

2n
1/dD

2>0can
be written asd2D/dn~<O.

We shall start with the case of electronsraised by the irradiation from the
valence to the conduction band and fall into either N

1 or N2. The equations
governingthe processare

dn1/dt A1(N1 n1)n. (2)

dn2/dt A2(N2 n2)n~, (3)

dn~/dt X dn1/dt dn2/dt, (4)

where n, is the concentrationof electronsin the conductionband.A1 and A2 are
the transition probabilities into N1 and N2, respectively,and X is the rate of
creationof electron—holepairs. By eliminating n, from eq. (2) and (3), a direct
relation is found betweenn2(t) and n~(t).Substituting in eq. (4) and assuming

m~’ J flN~’ N1

Fig. I. Energy levels in the forbiddengap.
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dn~/dtI~ dn/dt~one getsby integration

r ‘N —n \A
2/Al

D— I Xdt’=n1—n10+N2 fl2O(N2fl2O)t~T 1) . (5)
j 151fl10
0

The secondderivativeof D with respectto n1 is

N ‘N \A2JA1 2d
2D/dn~= (—A

2/A1)(A2/A1 1) 2 ~ 1~ ‘~1) (6)(N1 — n10) N1 n10

and hence,the condition for this to be negative is A2>A~.This condition is,
explicitly, that the probability of the competitor is larger than that of the trap
directly involved in the TL process.Eq. (5) is expectedto yield superlinearityfor
A2> A~in the whole rangeof 0< ‘ii <N1 whereasactually, two linear regiorfs of
growth may be observedwith superlinearityin between(and, saturationat high
doses).The point is that althoughd

2D/dn~is negative,its absolutevaluemay be
verysmall,sothatit is practicallynil. Thequalitativedescriptionof themodelgiven
in the introduction shows how linearity, superlinearity,linearity andultimately
saturationcanbe expectedin thegrowth of n~with dose.Numerically, regionsof
linearity andsuperlinearityalsoresult from computercalculationson eq. (5). The
factthat no saturationis observed,is relatedtotheassumptionthat recombination
during excitation is negligible. This may well be the caseat the low doserange
includingthesuplinearityregion,butit ceasestobesoat higherdoses.Theaddition
to the model will be describednow.

Aitken et. al. [11] considereda model in which eq. (4) is replacedby

dn~/dt— X — dn,/dt — dn
2/dt AknCp, (7)

where p is the concentrationof holes in the valenceband and Ak the band to
bandtransitionprobability. They assumed

PflH’~2~c, (8)

which implies the possibility of accumulatingholes in the valenceband which
seemsratherunlikely. This picturecan slightly be modified if we denoteby p the
concentrationof holes in the centerand assumethat Ak is the recombination
probability conduction band to center. Eq. (8) will still hold with p,,, the
concentrationof holes in the valencebandaddedto the left hand side. Both n~
andp. can be neglectedas comparedto the other termsin eq.(8). The equations
of Aitken et. al. remain the samewith a slight changein the meaning.We still
neglectthe direct band to band recombinationwhich is usually known to be
small. The solutionof the set of eq. (2), (3) and (7) is

D = N2A~ A2 [(1 fl)A2/Al — l]+ AIAk n1 N~~(%~+l)ln (~l_~),
(9)

whenfor the sakeof simplicity, weassumedn10 — n20 — 0.
By finding the first derivativeone can seethat dD/dn1 goesto infinity when

n1 N1, which implies dn1IdD 0 i.e. approachto saturation.For the low dose
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range,it can easilybe shown that

d2D/dnfl~ A
1n~[AkN2A2/(AN)+ N7A21N + Ak N,A~/(AN)]. (10)

A necessaryand sufficient condition for superlinearityat low dose is that the
right hand side of eq. (10) is negativewhich implies the threeseparatenecessary
conditions

A2>A~ A2>Ak; N2A~/(NIAl)~Ak. (II)

The secondand third conditions are automaticallyfulfilled for small enough
values of Ak and the first is the one mentionedabovefor the more restricted
case.

Eq. (5) and (9) have numerically been solved to yield n1 n1(D). As an
illustration, fig. 2 depictsthe resultsof n~as a function of D for a chosenset of
parametersas calculatedfrom eq. (9). The initial linear range,the superlinear
regionand the secondlinearity before saturationcan be seen.
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Fig. 2. Growth curve as numerically calculated for N1 N~ lO’ cm . n~ n~ 0. A~
4k.

A~/AI 30.
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